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Today’s  
enterprise data 
centers have 
moved beyond the 
rigid deployment 
of proprietary 
hardware-based 
computer, network 
and storage 
solutions, to a new 
cloud-scale model 
that achieves 
agility through 
software-defined 
infrastructure 
services.
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I. Storage for the Hybrid-Cloud Data Center
Private clouds have become the default deployment model within the 
enterprise data center to deliver secure, multi-tenant applications, on-
demand compute and storage-as-a-service. The use of public clouds 
for data storage and compute services are now a critical influence on 
enterprise IT. The need to use existing private clouds and public cloud 
services increases the need for hybrid-cloud ready solutions to address 
oncoming data storage and management challenges. Over the last decade, 
software-defined storage (SDS) solutions such as Scality RING Scalable 
Storage have become widely deployed as the basis of enterprise private 
cloud storage services. RING8 introduces new integrated hybrid-cloud data 
management capabilities, to make it possible for enterprises to leverage 
public cloud services for data stored on RING This supports a new class 
of hybrid-cloud workflows to support use-cases such as cloud archiving, 
bursting and cloud D/R. 
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RING is based on a well-proven peer-to-peer distributed architecture, that 
is designed to create unbounded, scale-out storage deployments, for both 
legacy (file based) and new cloud native (object-based) applications. By 
offering file and object capabilities on an equal footing with full scale-out 
capacity and performance, RING can fully support digital transformation 
as enterprises transition to new cloud applications and hybrid-cloud data 
management. This is key for supporting applications in industries such as 
healthcare for medical imaging, in the enterprise for large-scale analytics, 
and for video-on-demand applications in broadcasters and service 
provides, all of whom need to manage unstructured data at petabyte 
scale. RING is a fully distributed system deployed on industry standard 
hardware, starting with a minimum of three (3) storage servers. The 
system can be seamlessly scaled-out to thousands of servers with 100’s 
of petabytes of storage capacity. RING has no single points of failure, and 
requires no downtime during any upgrades, scaling, planned maintenance 
or unplanned system events. With self-healing capabilities, it continues 
operating normally throughout these events. To match performance to 
increasing capacity, RING can also independently scale-out its access 
layer of protocol “Connectors”, to enable an even match of aggregate 
performance to the application load. RING provides data protection 
and resiliency through local or geo-distributed erasure-coding and 
replication, with services for continuous self-healing to resolve expected 
failures in platform components such as servers and disk drives. RING 
is fundamentally built on a scale-out object-storage layer that employs 
a second-generation peer-to-peer architecture. This approach uniquely 
distributes both the user data and the associated metadata across the 
underlying nodes to eliminate the typical central metadata database 
bottleneck. To enable file and object data in the same system, the RING 
integrates modern object protocol capabilities including comprehensive 
AWS S3 REST API support, and a virtual file system layer through an 
internal NoSQL scale-out database system, which provides POSIX-based 
access semantics using standard NFS, SMB and FUSE protocols with 
shared access to the files as objects using the REST protocol1. 
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The RING software can be hosted on standard x86 servers with a wide 
choice of popular Linux distributions, and requires no kernel modifications. 
This approach also decouples the need to maintain hardware compatibility 
lists (HCLs), and paves the way for bringing support of new platforms to 
market much faster. The use of commodity components also extends to 
the network elements with 10/40/100GbE interfaces acceptable for both 
the external connector interfaces and the internal RING interconnect fabric. 
This flexibility makes it possible to construct capacity-optimized RINGs or 
performance-optimized RINGs. In all cases, the RING software abstracts 
the underlying physical servers and hard disk drives and can exploit the 
lower-latency access characteristics of SSD (flash) storage to maintain its 
internal metadata. RING is designed to scale out over time, across various 
hardware vendors, server generations and densities expected as a normal 
part of the RING platform lifecycle. 

Hybrid-Cloud, Core & Edge Data
Nearly a decade ago, Scality created RING for customers with the world’s 
largest and most-demanding unstructured data storage problems. These 
problems were sparked by applications that generate billions of files, and grow 
beyond 100’s of petabytes of business-critical data. Scality designed RING 
for a world where continuity is an absolute expectation, with non-stop access 
to applications and data, and with data durability levels exceeding those of 
human lifetimes - design points out of reach for legacy storage solutions. 

Scality introduced Zenko multi-cloud data controller software to address 
the oncoming need for agnostic data management, across diverse storage 
solutions such as legacy NAS, new object storage solutions and public 
cloud services. The emergence of cloud services from AWS, Azure and 
Google and others provide opportunities for customers to have their 
choice of the most appropriate cloud for their applications and data. Zenko 
provides intelligent data and metadata management services that can 
unify these disparate and heterogeneous storage silos and clouds under a 
single control plane. It also provides advanced data mobility ,ease-of- use 
and global visibility to make it possible to protect, search and process data 
anytime, on any cloud. Zenko provides an ideal solution for edge/IoT data 
storage, through a lightweight, container-based deployment model. It can 
be used on the edge to store, cache and replicate data back to RING or 
public cloud in in large “core” data centers.
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RING8 integrates Zenko core technologies to support XDM (eXtended 
Data Management) capabilities. XDM is a new set of features that 
extends RING data management across multiple RINGs, NAS and 
public clouds. This is designed to support emerging hybrid-cloud data 
management use-cases including:

RING to cloud archive:

 ■ Offload old/unused RING data to cheap cloud tier for long-term 
archive

 ■ Free up RING capacity whitle maintaining data for compiance or 
regulatory purposes 

RING to cloud for data protection and business continuity:

 ■ Copy of RING data (all or partial) in cloud for disaster recovery

RING to cloud for compute bursting or data analysis

 ■ Move RING data to cloud for use with services such as compute 
bursting, analysis, etc. 

RING8 and XDM are described in further detail in this paper.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Core
Edge Edge
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II. RING Architecture
To scale both storage capacity and performance to massive levels, the 
Scality RING Scalable Storage software is designed as a distributed, 
parallel, scale-out architecture with a set of intelligent services for data 
access and presentation, data protection and systems management. 
To implement these capabilities, RING provides a set of fully abstracted 
software services including a top-layer of scalable access services 
(Connectors) that provide storage protocols for applications. The middle 
layers are comprised of a distributed virtual file system layer, a set of data 
protection mechanisms to ensure data durability and integrity, self-healing 
processes and a set of systems management and monitoring services. 
At the bottom of the stack, the system is built on a distributed storage 
layer comprised of virtual storage nodes and underlying IO daemons that 
abstract the physical storage servers and disk drive interfaces. 

At the heart of the storage layer is a scalable, distributed object key/value 
store based on a second generation peer-to-peer routing protocol. This 
routing protocol ensures that store and lookup operations scale efficiently 
to very high numbers of nodes. The underlying protocol and related 
Keyspace mechanisms are described in this paper. 

RING software is comprised of the following main components: RING 
Connectors, a distributed internal NoSQL database called MESA, 
RING Storage Nodes and IO daemons, and the Supervisor web-based 
management portal. The MESA database is used to provide object 
indexing, as well as the native Scale-Out-File-System (SOFS) file system 
abstraction layer.

Design Principles
To support this vision and the market requirements, Scality has designed 
RING along the design criteria spearheaded by the leading cloud-scale 
service providers, such as Google, Facebook, and Amazon. RING leverages 
loosely-coupled, distributed systems designs that leverage commodity, 
mainstream hardware along the following key tenets:

 ■ 100% parallel design for metadata and data – to enable scaling of 
capacity and performance to unbounded numbers of objects, with 
no single points of failures, service disruptions, or forklift upgrades 
as the system grows.

 ■ Multi-protocol data access – to enable the widest variety of object, 
file and host based applications to leverage RING storage.

 ■ Flexible data protection mechanisms – to efficiently and durably 
protect a wide range of data types and sizes.
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 ■ Self-healing from component failures – to provide high-levels 
of data durability, the system expects and tolerates failures and 
automatically resolves them.

 ■ Hardware freedom – to provide optimal platform flexibility, 
eliminate lock-in and reduce TCO.

RING incorporates these design principles at multiple levels, to deliver the 
highest levels of data durability, at the highest levels of scale, for most 
optimal economics.

RING Connectors
The Connectors provide the data access endpoints and protocol services 
for applications that use RING for data storage. As a scale-out system, 
RING supports any number of Connectors and endpoints to support large 
and growing application workloads. The RING 7 release provides a family 
of object and file interfaces:

 ■ AWS S3 API – a comprehensive implementation of the AWS S3 
REST API, with support for the Bucket and Object data model, AWS 
style Signature v4/v2 authentication, and the AWS model of Identity 
and Access Management (IAM)

 ■ http/REST (sproxyd) – the RING’s native key/value REST API, 
provides a flat object storage namespace with direct access to 
RING objects

 ■ NFS v4 – SOFS volumes presented as a standard mount points
 ■ SMB 3.0 – SOFS volumes presented as SMB Shares to Microsoft 

Windows clients. 
 ■ FUSE – SOFS volumes presented as a local Linux file system
 ■ CDMI/REST – support for the SNIA CDMI REST interface, with full 

compatibility to SOFS file data
 ■ S3 on SOFS – SOFS volumes may be accessed in read-only mode 

over the S3 protocol, for namespace and data sharing between 
objects and files

Connectors provide storage services for read, write, delete and lookup 
for objects or files stored into the RING based on either object or POSIX 
(file) semantics. Applications can make use of multiple connectors in 
parallel to scale out the number of operations per second, or the aggregate 
throughput of the RING. A RING deployment may be designed to provide 
a mix of file access and object access (over NFS and S3 for example), 
simultaneously—to support multiple application use cases. 



RING software processes: RING connectors, storage nodes and IO daemons
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RING Software Stack and Requests Flow
Data flows into the RING start with I/O requests from applications through 
the Connectors. The Connectors then dispatch the requests to the RING 
storage nodes. Connectors are also responsible for applying the configured 
data protection storage policy (replication or erasure coding), as described 
later. For new object writes, the Connectors will chunk objects that are 
above a configurable size threshold before the chunks are sent to the 
storage nodes. The storage nodes in-turn will write the data chunks to the 
underlying storage nodes and IO daemons, as described next.

Storage Nodes and IO Daemons
The heart of the ring are the Storage Nodes, that are virtual processes 
that own and store a range of objects associated with its portion of the 
RING’s keyspace. A complete description of RING’s keyspace mechanism 
is provided in the next section. Each physical storage server (host) is 
typically configured with six (6) storage nodes (termed bizstorenode). 
Under the storage nodes are the storage daemons (termed biziod), which 
are responsible for persistence of the data on disk, in an underlying local 
standard disk file system. Each biziod instance is a low-level software 
process that manages the IO operations to a particular physical disk drive, 
and maintains the mapping of object keys to the actual object locations 
on disk. Biziod processes are local to a given server, managing only local, 
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direct-attached storage and communicating only with Storage Nodes 
on the same server. The typical configuration is one biziod per physical 
disk drive, with support for up to hundreds of daemons2 per server, so the 
system can support very large, high-density storage servers.

Each biziod stores object payloads and metadata in a set of fixed size 
container files on the disk it is managing. With such containerization the 
system can maintain high-performance access even to small files, without 
any storage overhead. The bizoid deamons typically leverage low-latency 
flash (SSD or NVMe) devices to store the index files for faster lookup 
performance. The system provides data integrity assurance and validation 
through the use of stored checksums on the index and data container files, 
which are validated upon read access to the data. The use of a standard 
file system underneath biziod ensures that administrators can use normal 
operating system utilities and tools to copy, migrate, repair and maintain 
the disk files if required.

The recommended deployment for systems that have both HDD and 
SSD media on the storage servers is to deploy a data RING on HDD, 
and the associated metadata in a separate RING on SSD. Typically the 
requirements for metadata are approximately 2% of the storage capacity of 
the actual data, so the sizing of SSD should follow that percentage for best 
effect. Scality can provide specific sizing recommendations based on the 
expected average file sizes, and number of files for a given application.

2 Up to 255 storage daemons per physical server in current releases.
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Distributed Routing Protocol and RING Keyspace
Large distributed systems such as RING depend on fast and efficient 
routing of requests among high numbers of member nodes. Many 
mechanisms exist for performing these operations, including centralized 
routing approaches that can optimize locking and conflict detection, but 
do not scale effectively, can present bottlenecks in performance and 
suffer from central points of failure. The opposite approach is a distributed 
broadcast model that can partially eliminate these bottlenecks, but is 
limited in practice due to the number of changes that need to be reflected 
in the system’s topology. In response to these issues, a set of efficient 
routing protocols have been proposed by the research community, 
including a set of second-generation peer-to-peer protocols (sometimes 
termed Overlay Routing Networks), such as MIT’s Chord protocol3. Chord 
is also highly responsive to changes in system topology, such that these 
changes do not require broadcasting to all nodes, but only to a few relevant 
nodes. This enables the algorithm to work efficiently in very large clusters.

Scality RING architecture is based on Chord, which provides the perfect 
basis for a distributed storage designed for hyper-scaling to billions of 
objects, and thereby enables Scality’s distributed, 100% parallel design 
principle. Scality has augmented and patented4 the basic Chord protocol 
to enable high levels of data durability, high-performance, self-healing and 
simplified management. The basic Chord algorithm arranges nodes (i.e., 
storage nodes) along a logically circular keyspace (“RING”) with each node 
being assigned a fraction of this keyspace. Each node then owns the range 
of keys bounded by its own key up to the key before its successor node. 
Chord is able to route requests for a given key quickly and efficiently from 
any node, to the node that owns the key, with the property that any lookup 
will require at most O [½ (log2(N)) ] operations, where N = the number of 
nodes in the RING. This means that the number of lookups scales sub-
linearly and deterministically for RINGs very large numbers of nodes and 
massive storage capacity. For example, in a 1000 node system, 5 lookup 
“hops” maximum are required to find a key on the RING.

Chord also has the property that it is dynamic, with the ability to adapt 
rapidly to changes in the keyspace as a result of new nodes joining, or 
nodes departing the RING. The system is able to automatically rebalance 
the keys in the keyspace as a result of node additions and departures, 
without service disruption. Rebalancing requires the system to move 
the set of keys owned by a node to the new node(s) now assigned to the 
affected addresses in the keyspace, or to move data that was owned 

3 http://pdos.csail.mit.edu/papers/chord:sigcomm01/chord_sigcomm.pdf
4 http://www.google.com/patents/US20100162035

http://pdos.csail.mit.edu/papers/chord:sigcomm01/chord_sigcomm.pdf
http://www.google.com/patents/US20100162035
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by a departing node to its previous neighbor node. During rebalancing, 
the system can preserve data access by routing around changes in the 
keyspace by establishing proxies, or alternate paths to data on other nodes, 
until the rebalancing process has completed. 

Chord and the Distributed Hash Table
Underpinning the Chord algorithm is Scality’s Distributed Hash Table 
(DHT5) implementation, which provides the routing mechanism for locating 
objects on RING. The DHT is distributed among the nodes assigned to the 
keyspace. An important aspect of the DHT is that it is decentralized – the 
DHT on a node only has knowledge of its own key range, knowledge of a 
few neighboring nodes (its immediate predecessors and successors), and 
a few additional nodes at well-known geometric “projections” across RING. 
Importantly, the DHT does not represent a centrally shared “metadata store” 
of the keyspace, it merely captures the local node’s knowledge of a subset 
of RING topology, so that lookup operations can efficiently compute the 
next-best estimate of the location of a key on other nodes, until it is found. 
While multiple hops may occur during key lookups, the algorithm uses 
knowledge of predecessor and successor nodes to deterministically and 
with low-latency (tens of milliseconds) to locate the right node. Note that 
these lookups to the correct node do not require disk seek operations; it 
merely requires navigating the DHT algorithm across a sequence of nodes.

By distributing the DHT fractionally across the nodes, this ensures that 
there is no global-update or consistency of key maps required for every 
storage operation across all nodes. This reduces broadcast requests, 
inter-node communications, and scales the system to very high-levels in a 
much more efficient manner. The overhead of inter-node communications 
to update all nodes in a cluster is commonly the limiter of scalability in 
distributed file systems and scale-out NAS solutions, due to the need 
to continually synchronize all nodes on every update. The DHT can 
dynamically adapt to changes in RING topology as a result of nodes joining 
and leaving the RING - either due to normal operations such as scaling 
or due to disk or server failure events. Normal operations can continue 
when changes are occurring, with the system serving lookup and storage 
requests as normal without any disruption. Another important property 
of the DHT is that small keyspace modifications due to node departures 
or additions, only affects a relatively small number of keys, and hence 
requires balancing only a proportionally small number of keys.

Key Format and Class of Service

5 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Distributed_hash_table
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Scality organizes the keyspace using its own key format, consisting 
of 160bit keys, with the first 24-bits of each key serving as a randomly 
generated dispersion field (to avoid inadvertent collisions or convergence 
of a set of related keys), the next 128bits representing the object payload, 
and the last 8 bits representing the Class of Service (CoS) of the object 
associated with the key. 

RING provides highly flexible Classes of Service ranging from 1 to 6 way 
object replication (CoS 0 to 5), as well as Scality’s erasure-coding (EC) 
implementation. In either replication or EC, the system stores chunks of 
the objects on the RING nodes, associated with its unique 160-bit key for 
future lookup and retrieval. As described later, Connector-level policies may 
be established to store objects in a Replication Class of Service, or via EC, 
based on a configurable object size threshold. Moreover, RING may store 
objects durably according to one or more Class of Service, for flexibility in 
storing mixed size workloads. A full description of RING’s data durability 
capabilities is provided. As shown in the figure, a simple RING consists of 
a minimum of three (3) physical servers. To subdivide the keyspace more 
effectively across physical capacity, each physical server is assigned a set 
of at least three (3) virtual “Storage Nodes”. These Storage Nodes are then 
logically arranged into the circular keyspace according to their assigned 
Key value. In the simplified example above, Storage Node 50 is responsible 
for storing Keys ranging from 40 to 49. If Storage Node 50 departs the 
RING (either intentionally or due to a failure), its Keys will be automatically 
re-assigned and rebalanced to its successor, the Storage Node with Key 60 
(which will then assume responsibility for Keys in the range 40 to 59).

As mentioned previously, Scality has patented its own implementation of 
the Chord algorithm and augmented it with several critical improvements, 
including a highly robust version of the DHT with intrinsic knowledge 
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of replicated key projections, self-healing algorithms to deal with real-
world component failures (disk, server, network, site), and then layered 
comprehensive replication and ARC data protection schemes on top of 
Chord for data durability. 

Intelligent Data Durability and Self-Healing
RING is designed to expect and manage a wide range of component 
failures including disks, servers networks and even across multiple data 
centers, while ensuring that data remains durable and available during 
these conditions. RING provides data durability through a set of flexible 
data protection mechanisms optimized for distributed systems, including 
replication, erasure coding and geo-replication capabilities that allow 
applications to select the best data protection strategies for their data. 
These flexible data protection mechanisms implement Scality’s design 
principle to address a wide spectrum (80%) of storage workloads and data 
sizes. A full description of multi-site data protection is provided in the next 
section, Multi-Site Geo-Distribution.

Replication Class of Service (COS)
To optimize data durability in a distributed system, the RING employs local 
replication, or the storage of multiple copies of an object within the RING. 
RING will attempt to spread these replicas across multiple storage nodes, 
and across multiple disk drives, in order to separate them from common 
failures (assuming sufficient numbers of servers and disks are available). 
RING supports six Class-of-Service levels for replication (0-5), indicating 
that the system can maintain between 0 to 5 replicas (or 1-6 copies) of 
an object. This allows the system to tolerate up to 5 simultaneous disk 
failures, while still preserving access and storage of the original object. 
Note that any failure will cause the system to self-heal the lost replica, to 
automatically bring the object back up to its original Class-of-Service, as 
fast as possible. 

While replication is optimal for many use cases where the objects are 
small, and access performance is critical, it does impose a high storage 
overhead penalty compared to the original data. For example, a 100KB 
object being stored with a Class-of-Service=2 (2 extra copies so 3 total), 
will therefore consume 3 x 100KB = 300KB of actual physical capacity on 
the RING, in order to maintain its 3 replicas. This overhead is acceptable 
in many cases for small objects, but can become a costly burden for 
megabyte or gigabyte level video and image objects. In this case, paying a 
penalty of 200% to store a 1GB object since it will require 3GB of underlying 
raw storage capacity for its 3 replicas. When measured across petabytes 
of objects, this becomes a significant cost burden for many businesses, 
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requiring a more efficient data protection mechanism.

Flexible Erasure Coding
Scality’s erasure coding (EC) provides an alternative data protection 
mechanism to replication that is optimized for large objects and files. 
RING implements Reed-Solomon erasure coding6 techniques, to store 
large objects with an extended set of parity “chunks”, instead of multiple 
copies of the original object. The basic idea with erasure coding is to break 
an object into multiple chunks (m), and apply a mathematical encoding 
to produce an additional set of parity chunks (k). A description of the 
mathematical encoding is beyond the scope of this paper, but they can be 
simply understood as an extension of the XOR parity calculations used in 
traditional RAID. The resulting set of chunks, (m+k) are then distributed 
across the RING nodes, providing the ability to access the original object 
as long as any subset of m data or parity chunks are available. Stated 
another way, this provides a way to store an object with protection against 
k failures, with only k/m overhead in storage space.

To provide a specific example, assume a 900MB (0.9GB) object is to 
be stored using an EC (9,3) erasure coding schema. This implies that 
the original object will be divided into equal 9 chunks, each 100MB in 
size. The system will then apply Reed-Solomon encoding on these 9 
chunks, to produce 3 additional 100MB parity chunks. The resulting 
12 chunks require 12 x 100MB, or 1.2GB of total storage space. This is 
therefore 33% space overhead (0.3GB/0.9GB), with protection against 
three simultaneous disk failures. This is significantly less than the 200% 

6 Reed Solomon erasure coding: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Reed%E2%80%93Solomon_error_correction
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space overhead that would be required to store 3 replicas of an object 
using full replication (3 x 1GB = 3GB).

Many commercial storage solutions impose a performance penalty on 
reading objects stored through erasure coding, due to the fact that all of 
the chunks, including the original data, are encoded before they are stored. 
This requires mandatory decoding on all access to the objects, even when 
there are no failure conditions on the main data chunks. With Scality’s EC, 
the data chunks are stored in the clear, without any encoding, so that this 
performance penalty is not present during normal read accesses. This 
means that EC data can be accessed as fast as other data, unless a data 
chunk is missing which would require a parity chunk to be accessed and 
decoded. In summary, for single-site data protection, Scality’s replication 
and EC data protection mechanisms can provide very high-levels of 
data durability, with the ability to trade-off performance and space 
characteristics for different data types.

Note that replication and EC may be combined, even on a single Connector, 
by configuring a policy for the connector to store objects below a certain 
size threshold with a replication CoS, but files above the file size limit with 
a specific EC schema. This allows the application to simply store objects 
without worrying about the optimal storage strategy per object, with the 
system managing that automatically.

Note that RING does not employ traditional RAID based data protection 
techniques. While RAID has served the industry well in legacy NAS 
and SAN systems, industry experts have written at large about the 
inadequacies of classical RAID technologies when employed on high-
density disk drives, in capacity-optimized and distributed storage 
systems. These deficiencies include higher probabilities of data loss 
due to long RAID rebuild times, and the ability to protect against only 
a limited set of failure conditions (for example, only two simultaneous 
disk failures per RAID6 group). Further information and reading on the 
limitations of RAID as a data protection mechanism on high-capacity 
disk drives is widely available 7.

Self-healing 
RING provides self-healing processes that monitor and automatically 
resolve component failures. This includes the ability to rebuild missing 
data chunks due to disk drive or server failures, rebalance data when 
nodes leave and join the RING, and to proxy requests around component 
failures. In the event a disk drive or even a full server fails, background 

7 http://searchstorage.techtarget.com/feature/RAID-alternatives-
Erasure-codes-and-multi-copy-mirroring

http://searchstorage.techtarget.com/feature/RAID-alternatives-Erasure-codes-and-multi-copy-mirroring
http://searchstorage.techtarget.com/feature/RAID-alternatives-Erasure-codes-and-multi-copy-mirroring
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rebuild operations are spawned to restore the missing object data from its 
surviving replicas or EC chunks. The rebuild process completes when it has 
restored the original Class of Service - either the full number of replicas or 
the original number of EC data and parity chunks. A local disk failure can 
also be repaired quickly on a node (distinct from a full distributed rebuild), 
through the use of an in-memory key map maintained on each node.

Nodes are also responsible for automatically detecting mismatches in 
their own Keyspace, rebalancing keys and for establishing and removing 
proxies during node addition and departure operations. Self-healing 
provides the RING with the resiliency required to maintain data availability 
and durability in the face of the expected wide set of failure conditions, 
including multiple simultaneous component failures at the hardware and 
software process levels.

To optimize rebuilds as well as mainline IO performance during rebuilds, 
RING utilizes the distributed power of the entire storage pool. The 
parallelism of the underlying architecture pays dividends by eliminating 
any central bottlenecks that might otherwise limit performance or 
cause contention between servicing application requests, and normal 
background operations such as rebuilds, especially when the system is 
under load. To further optimize rebuild operations, the system will only 
repair the affected object data, not the entire set of disk blocks, as is 
commonly the case in RAID arrays. Rebuilds are distributed across multiple 
servers and disks in the system, to utilize the aggregate processing power 
and available IO of multiple resources in parallel, rather than serializing the 
rebuilds onto a single disk drive.

By leveraging the entire pool, the impact of rebuilding data stored either 
with replication or EC is minimized since there will be relatively small 
degrees of overlap between disks involved in servicing data requests, and 
those involved in the rebuilds. 
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III. RING Deployment
Scality software deployment tools have been designed to be multi-
platform and multi-environment. The software is designed for standard 
x86 storage server hardware platforms and the most popular modern Linux 
flavors: CentOS, RedHat and Ubuntu.

RING 8 Scality Installer provides a centralized and automated approach for 
RING deployments. The installer uses a simple JSON type configuration 
and a step-by-step approach leading the user through the different 
steps of the installation process. A new file has been introduced in RING 
8 installer called the “platform description file”, that contains the most 
important configuration information about the target environment such 
as the IP addresses, the role assignments of each host and the hardware 
details. The platform description file is an extract of Scality sizing tools 
that are used to describe the full architecture. The file contains the host 
Bill of Materials (BOM) information such as the amount RAM, NICs, disks 
and RAID controllers. The new installer is a unified installer, with RING 7 it 
can now setup all of the S3 Connector services (S3 cloud server, metadata, 
authentication, utilization) as well.

The installer’s first step is “Prepare the Environment” and as so named, it 
prepares the environment by verifying all hosts servers and deploys the 
cluster management tooling on all servers. The second step executes the 
“Pre-Install Suite” which will verify that the server’s operating systems 
configurations follow Scality’s deployment best practices and are spec’d 
according to the hardware components listed in the platform description 
file. The third step called “Install Scality RING” will deploy all RING software 
components such as the supervisor, the SOFS connectors and the 
storage components. The fourth step “Install S3 Services” will deploy all 
S3 components of the configuration. The fifth and last step executes the 
“Post-Install Suite”, this validates that the installation has been successful 
in a complete manner, including checking that all components are started 
and are working well together.
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3-Node RING
The Scality RING Scalable Storage is available in a 3-Server architecture 
(which can be expanded to six nodes, as necessary). Such RINGs offer 
significant cost savings in terms of hardware, while still providing 
extremely high data durability and protection.

3-Server RING architectures require a specific configuration and hardware 
(and must be checked against a FastTrack installation):

Component Description
RING Configuration Three Storage Servers and one 

Virtual Machine
OS Cent07S
Connector Type Single connector; S3, SMB or NFS
Numbers of Connectors One Active (default) plus x Passive 

(optional)
GEOS One or two sites ASYNC
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3-Server RINGs support geo-sync, terabyte usability, and expansion, with 
the following limitations:

Function Description Supported
Geosync 1 site Yes

2 sites stretched No
3 sites stretched No
2 sites async 
replication

Yes

Terabyte Usability 200TB - 500TB Yes
500TB - 1PB Yes
> 1PB No

Expansion From <500TB to <1PB Easy: add drives
From <1PB to >1PB Less easy: add servers

Features Active / Passive 
Connector

Yes (w/ 10 HDD per 
server)
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IV. RING Systems Management
Managing and monitoring the RING is enabled through a cohesive suite 
of user interfaces, built on top of a family of RESTful interfaces termed 
the Supervisor API (“SupAPI”). The SupAPI provides an API based method 
that may be accessed from scripts, tools and frameworks for gathering 
statistics, metrics, health check probes and alerts, and for provisioning 
new services on the RING. The SupAPI is also enabled with Role Based 
Access Control (RBAC), by supporting an administrator identity to provide 
access control privileges for Super-Admin and Monitor admin user Roles.

RING provides a family of tools that use the SupAPI for accessing the same 
information and services. RING 7 includes the new “Scality Supervisor”, a 
browser-based portal for both systems monitoring and management of 
Scality components. In RING 7, the Supervisor now provides capabilities 
across object (S3) and file (NFS, SMB, FUSE) Connectors including 
integrated dashboards including Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) with 
trending information such as “Global Health”, “Performance”, “Availability” 
and “Forecast”. The Supervisor also includes provisioning capabilities to 
add new servers in the system and a new zone management module to 
handle customer failure domains for multi-site deployments.
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RING Supervisor also includes an “Advanced Monitoring” dashboard 
where all collected metrics can be graphed and analyzed component 
per-component and per-server. This is based on a very powerful graphing 
engine that has access to thousands of metrics.

A new “S3 Service Management console” portal is provided to manage the 
integrated AWS Identity and Access Management (IAM) model of S3 multi-
tenancy in the RING. This provides two-level management of Accounts, 
Users/Groups and IAM access control policies. The S3 Console may also 
be easily customized for white-labeling purposes.
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A new “Scality S3 Browser” is also provided to browse S3 buckets, upload 
and download object data, and for managing key S3 features such as 
bucket versioning, CORS, editing of metadata attributes and tagging. The 
S3 Browser is an S3 API client that runs on the S3 user browser and is 
accessible to both the Storage administrator and also to the S3 end-user.

A scriptable Command Line Interface (CLI) called RingSH is also provided, 
as well as an SNMP compatible MIB and traps interface for monitoring 
from standard SNMP consoles. RING is designed to be self-managing and 
autonomous to free administrators to work on other value-added tasks, 
and not worry about the component level management tasks common 
with traditional array based storage solutions. 
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V. S3 Connector 
AWS S3 API, Identity and Access Management (IAM)
The Scality S3 Connector provides a modern S3 compatible application 
interface to the Scality RING Scalable Storage. The AWS S3 API has now 
become the industry’s default cloud storage API, and has furthermore 
emerged as the standard RESTful dialect for object storage as NFS was 
for the NAS generation. The S3 Connector is built on a distributed scale-
out architecture to support very high levels of application workloads 
and concurrent user access. This is based on a highly-available, high-
performance metadata engine that can also be scaled-out for increased 
performance. Deployments can be geo-replicated deployments to 
enable highly-available disaster recovery solutions, for both Metro-Area 
Network environments (“stretched” deployments), as well as Cross Region 
Replication (CRR) asynchronous replication of individual S3 buckets or a 
full site. 

The Scality S3 Connector provides also provides a full implementation of 
the AWS multi-tenancy and identity management (AWS IAM) model with 
federated authentication to LDAP and Active Directory to integrate into 
enterprise deployment environments. In addition to the RING Supervisor 
management UI, the S3 Service Provider UI is a web-based user interface 
to manage multi-tenancy accounts, users, group and policies. To support 
enterprise security, development and operational methodologies, the S3 
Connector on RING supports:

 ■ Integration with Enterprise directory/security servers: most 
commonly Microsoft Active Directory or LDAP servers. Federated 
authentication integration is supported through a SAML 
2.0-compatible Identity Provider such as Microsoft ADFS, and 
many other SAML compatible products, to enable a complete Single 
Sign-On (SSO) solution.

 ■ Secure Multi-tenancy support: through IAM Accounts, secure 
access keys, Users, Groups, access control policies and v4 
authentication per-tenant, bucket encryption (integrated with 
corporate KMS solutions) and auditing

 ■ Utilization reporting to enable chargeback: the S3 Connector 
Utilization API provides an extended API for reporting on 
comprehensive usage metrics including capacity, #objects, 
bandwidth and S3 operations (per unit time). This provides all 
of the metrics required for consumption into corporate tools for 
chargeback calculations.

 ■ Cloud-based S3 monitoring: integration through Scality’s upcoming 
Cloud Monitoring console, and load-balancer driven health checks
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 ■ High-performance, scale-out access: to support many corporate 
applications and workloads simultaneously reading and writing to 
the S3 service

 ■ Highly-available disaster-recovery solutions: enabled deployments 
through multi-data center deployments to provide availability in the 
event of site failure

The S3 Connector supports Bucket Versioning via the S3 API, and for Cross 
Region Replication (CRR) of Buckets via the S3 API, this provides bucket-
level asynchronous replication to another S3/RING deployment.

S3 Connector Architecture
The connector is implemented and deployed as a distributed set of 
services in Docker Containers. These services provide the S3 API (Cloud 
Server), IAM API (S3 Vault), Metadata for Buckets and Objects (S3 
Metadata), and peripheral services such as the Utilization API (UATPI). 
These distributed set of services are mainly stateless, providing an 
ability for the system to scale-out, with standard IP/HTTP style load 
balancing across external service interfaces. The key exception to these 
stateless services is the stateful, redundant S3 Metadata service which is 
implemented as a replicated cluster of servers and databases for storing 
Bucket metadata. The S3 Metadata service is implemented using a 
distributed consensus protocol to provide strong consistency with failure 
tolerance of a minority of the servers in the cluster. 

As a distributed system comprised of many S3 Connectors and the Scality 
RING, it is redundant and without single points of failure (SPOFs). The key 
service that determines availability is the S3 Metadata service, which is 
the stateful service that provides lookups to Bucket and Object locations 
(as well as provides the persistent storage for S3 Vault objects such as 
Accounts, Users, Groups and Policies). In order to understand the high 
availability and failover model of the S3 Connector, we must first start 
by understanding the interactions of the other services to the Metadata 
service.

Here we outline the data flows through the S3 Connector. All of the S3 
containers may deployed on the same hosts, with localhost connections 
between the S3 Server, S3 Vault, S3 Metadata and Sproxyd containers, 
or decoupled across hosts. In all cases, IO commands through the S3 
Connector can be characterized with the following general data flows:

1. Client application sends an http API request to Load Balancer (HAProxy 
in the diagram below, but in most production deployments this will be a 
dedicated hardware LB).

2. The Load Balancer routes the request to one of the S3 Connector 
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(Server) endpoints

a) The request is commonly an S3 API PUT, GET or DELETE command

b) The request will also require authentication, based on an HMAC 
Signature computed as per AWS Signature v4 or v2 

3. The S3 Server component receives the request and calls the S3 Vault 

a) The Vault performs authentication and access control (policy) 
checks

b) The Vault databases is also hosted on the S3 Metadata service, so 
we can assume the same interactions with the metadata containers 
and daemons as described below for Bucket metadata

4. The S3 Server sends the request to the S3 Metadata service to perform 
Bucket and object lookups

a) The S3 Metadata service locates the Bucket through the Bucket 
daemon (Bucketd), which has cached information about the Bucket 
Leader 

b) The Bucket daemon contacts the Metadata leader daemon (Repd) 
for the specified Bucket

5. The S3 Server calls the Sproxyd REST interface service to process the 
underlying PUT, GET or DELETE action on the data RING

6. The S3 Server returns a response to the requesting application (http 
200 OK, or http 500 for an error)2

Active
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(Biziod)

HA Proxy
(optional)

S3
Connector

sproxyd

Metadata

bucketd

repd

repd

repd

repd

repd
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repd
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To the RING

SERVER 1 SERVER 5

To the RINGServers 2, 3 and 4
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SAML
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S3 Connector Container Architecture
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The Metadata Service
The Metadata service is comprised of the key components previously 
identified as the Bucketd and Repd daemons. The Bucketd daemons 
are responsible for maintaining and caching the mapping of Buckets to 
Metadata clusters (internally termed “Raft sessions”) and tracking the 
Leader Repd for each given session for requests by the Servers. The 
following diagram shows a normal GET Request flow from the client 
application, through the Load Balancer, and to the S3 Server to the Leader. 
Note that all Bucket IO requests flow through the Bucketd daemon to the 
current Metadata Leader.

 

The Leader Repd is responsible for receiving requests to the specified 
Bucket, and performing the following key tasks:

 ■ GET operations: the Leader retrieves the metadata for the operation 
and returns it to the requesting S3 Server for data access and to 
return results “up the stack” to the client.

 ■ PUT operations: the Leader is responsible for updating metadata to 
its local key/value database, and replicating all updates to the other 
Repd’s in the cluster. To ensure strong consistency is maintained, 
a majority of 3 Repds (leader plus at least two other Repd’s must 
reply to the update request) before the Leader will return control 
back up the stack to the S3 server.

 ■ The Leader performs a periodic heartbeat between the Repd’s in its 
session, with a default frequency of 1000 ms (1 sec). A sequence of 
missed heartbeats from the Leader will invoke a Repd to participate 
in a new Leader election, as described further below.

BUCKETD

VAULT S3

BUCKETD

Repd (Leader) Repd Repd Repd Repd Repd

LOAD BALANCER

CLIENT APP

OK

S3 Data Flow: Normal GET Request

Bucket1 - Raft Session (1)

OK

OK

OK

Heartbeats sent from leader every 1000ms

Standard GET request flow through the S3 Connector stack
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Note that with a sufficient number of Buckets being managed, all Repd’s 
will be assigned the Leader role at a given point in time. The process 
of Leader election in the metadata cluster is a standard, dynamic and 
recurring process, intrinsic in the underlying consensus protocol. This 
ensures that any failures of the current Leader are resolved quickly and 
automatically through subsequent Leader election cycles, to continue 
service availability. Knowledge of newly elected leaders are pushed to the 
Bucketd daemons through an event-driven mechanism. This eliminates the 
need for polling (pull mechanisms) and resulting timeouts that can extend 
failover time. This ensures that Bucketd daemons are quickly aware of the 
new Leader for a given Bucket.

The Repd’s in a session will expect to regular Heartbeats from the Leader 
as described above. In the event a Repd does not receive a Heartbeat for a 
defined time interval (defaulted to 3000ms), the Repd attempts to become 
elected the new Leader. However, to resolve a condition where two Repds 
are vying to become the Leader at the same time, a second interval of 
5000ms is defined to allow another election cycle to conclude. 

So this implies that a leader election cycle averages slightly over three (3) 
seconds but has an upper bound of five (5) seconds. This translates into 
the expectation in terms of overall failover response time of requests into 
the S3 Connector if the Leader fails during an IO request. Once the new 
Leader has been elected, the IO continues as usual.

New Leader notification via event-driven mechanism

Bucket1 - Raft Session (2)

Leader election cycle: 3000ms – 5000ms

VAULT S3

BUCKETD

LOAD BALANCER

CLIENT APP

Repd (Leader) Repd (Leader)Repd Repd Repd Repd

New leader election and push-alert mechanism
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Through this distributed architecture, the S3 Connector also delivers the 
scale and performance needed to address enterprise and service provider 
requirements, including support for millions of Accounts, Buckets, Users 
and Objects. Performance of the S3 Connector has been recently 
measured at nearly 3000 operations per second (PUTs and GETs) per 
Bucket, out-performing the AWS S3 service by a factor of 10x on the same 
metric, and can be scaled-out to provide higher aggregate performance as 
the number of Buckets increases. This enables the S3 Connector to 
support a large, aggregated, multi-tenant set of use-cases and 
applications in a single system, to drive down the TCO of petabyte-scale 
storage. This is directly correlated with the S3 Connector and RING 
automating many of the complex configuration, self-healing and 
management tasks typically requiring human administrator actions in 
traditional storage solutions. A full list of supported AWS S3 APIs is 
documented in the RING S3 Connector Reference Manual. 

KMIP for KMS
Scality’s support for the OASIS Key Management Interoperability Protocol 
(KMIP) standard allows users to interact with their key management 
systems (KMS) utilizing the fully open standard. The KMIP protocol version 
1.2 (and later) allows for streamlined data encryption by simplifying 
encryption key management. The KMIP driver is vendor agnostic and 
supports all KMIP appliances with Basic Encryption Profile support out of 
the box.

Normal IO continuation after new Leader election

Bucket1 - Raft Session (2)

VAULT S3

BUCKETD

LOAD BALANCER

CLIENT APP

Repd (Leader) Repd (Leader)Repd Repd Repd Repd

OK

OK

OK

Normal IO continuation after new leader is elected
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S3 Quotas
The S3 Quotas feature allows users to administer account-level quotas 
on their S3 storage space. This feature enhances the flexibility of storage 
system space management by allowing multiple users or business entities 
to use the same storage platform without over consuming space. Simply 
specify the amount of space to be allocated to an account, and then just 
allow each account to use storage resources as needed without fear of 
user over-consumption. 
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VI. Scale-Out-File-System (SOFS)
RING supports native file system access to RING storage through the 
integrated Scale-Out-File-System (SOFS) with NFS, SMB and FUSE 
Connectors for access over these well known file protocols . SOFS is a 
POSIX compatible, parallel file system that provides file storage services on 
the RING without the need for external gateways.

SOFS is more precisely a virtual file system, which is based on an 
internal distributed database termed MESA (“table” in Spanish) on top 
of the RING’s storage services. MESA is a distributed, semi-structured 
database that is used to store the file system directories and file inode 
structures. This provides the virtual file system hierarchical view, with 
the consistency required for file system data, by ensuring that file 
system updates are always atomic. This means that updates are either 
committed or rolled back entirely—which guarantees the file system is 
never left in an intermediate or inconsistent state. A key advantage for 
scaling is that MESA is itself is distributed as a set of objects across all 
of the RING’s storage node in a shared nothing manner to eliminate any 
bottlenecks or limitations. 

File system lookups are performed using the RING’s standard peer-to-
peer routing protocol. For fast access performance, SOFS metadata is 
recommended to be stored on flash storage, typically on its own dedicated 
SSD drives in the storage servers, with the SOFS file payloads stored in 
the “data RING” on hard disk drives (HDDs). SOFS works directly with the 
data protection and durability mechanisms present in the RING, including 
replication and configurable Erasure Coding schemas.

SOFS can be provisioned into one or more “volumes”, and can be scaled 
in capacity as needed to support application requirements. Each volume 
can be accessed by any number of Connectors to support the incoming 
load workload, even with mixed protocols (NFS, SMB or FUSE). RING can 
support an enormous number of volumes (up to 232), and can grow to 
billions of files per volume. There is no need to pre-configure volumes 
for capacity (the RING effectively supports thin-provisioning of volumes). 
Volumes will utilize the RING’s storage pool to expand as needed when 
files are created and updated. For efficient storage of very large files, the 
RING supports the concept of “sparse files”, effectively files combined from 
multiple individual data-stripes.

While multiple Connectors may be used to simultaneously access a 
volume, the RING currently supports scale-out access for multiple 
concurrent readers, and a new “File Access Coordination” mode that allows 
multiple readers on a file while it is being written from another Connector. 
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This is useful in use-cases such as video streaming where very large 
video files are written over the course of minutes or hours, but the file 
must be accessed for content distribution before the write is complete. 
Multiple Connectors attempt to write to the same directory or one per 
file within a directory, SOFS maintains view consistency across multiple 
connectors. By supporting scale-out across any number of Connectors, 
SOFS throughput can be scaled out to support increasing workload 
demands. When performance saturation is reached, it is always possible to 
add more connectors or storage nodes (and disk spindles) to the RING to 
further increase throughput into the system. The system can achieve 10’s 
of Gigabytes per second of aggregate throughput for parallel workloads 
through this architecture.

Some detailed strengths and special considerations for each type of SOFS 
file connector are itemized in this table below.

Connector Strengths Notes

NFS

New NFS connector 
supporting the NFSv3 
and NFSv4 protocols,IPv6 
support, Kerberos 
authentication, and POSIX 
ACL.

Multiple concurrent readers 
OK, multiple writers serialize 
on single directories/files.

FUSE (Linux FS)

Local Linux file system 
driver (Ubuntu, RHEL, 
CentOS, and Debian). Great 
for application servers. Fast 
for big files: parallel IO to 
multiple back-end storage 
servers.

Requires driver to be 
installed on client / app 
server. Same concurrency 
behavior as NFS.

SMB SMB 2.0 and 3.0 compatible Multi-Channel IO(MCIO)

S3(*)

Scality S3 Connector 
support for access to SOFS 
data from standard REST 
protocol.

Inherent Object / File 
namespace differences may 
limit the use of some file 
system features from REST.

SOFS provides volume-level utilization metering and quota support, in 
addition to User and Group (uid/gid) quotas. This enables administrators 
to effectively use the concept of volumes to meter, report and limit space 
(capacity) usage at the volume level. This is useful in a multi-tenant 
environment where multiple applications or use cases are sharing the 
same RING, but accessing data stored in their own volume.

SOFS also provides integrated failover and load balancer services for the 
NFS and SMB Connectors. The load balancer uses an integrated DNS 
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service to expose one or more service names (e.g., sofs1.companyname.
com) on Virtual IP addresses (VIPs), which can be mounted as NFS mount 
points or SMB shares. The load balancer can be configured with multiple 
underlying NFS or SMB connector real IP addresses, and provides load 
balancing of file traffic across these SOFS connectors. In combination 
with the RING 6.0 Folder Scale-out feature, this also provides transparent 
multi-connector access to a single folder, as well as enabling failover. In 
the event one of the underlying NFS or SMB Connectors becomes non-
responsive, the load balancer can select another Connector IP address as 
the access point for the request.

New NFS Stack
RING8 offers a new NFS connector based on the open source Ganesha file 
server. The connector supports:

 ■ NFS v4 protocol
 ● Export management (NFSv4 Pseudo File System provides 

maximum flexibility. Exports Pathname on servers can be 
changed transparently to clients)

 ● Locking and State (in NFSv4, locking operations are part of the 
protocol and NFSv4 servers keep track of open files)

 ● Security (the NFSv4 protocol improves security over previous 
NFS versions) 

 ■ IPV6 support from the connector side
 ● Applications can now directly connect to a RING NFS connector 

using IPv6. (Note that the underlying RING nodes still run IPv4.)
 ■ Kerberos authentication

 ● The new NFS connector can be used with Kerberos to manage 
user authentication and application access. Kerberos provides 
strong cryptography and third-party ticket authorization.

 ■ POSIX ACL
 ● POSIX ACL is now stored on files and directories.

Distributed Lock Manager (DLM)
The Distributed Lock Manager (DLM) is a lock service for processes 
distributed across the network that enables the coordination of multiple 
SOFS connectors over the same SOFS volume, with the intent of enhancing 
overall consistency. With this new RING feature, particular focus has been 
placed on:

 ■ Improving infrastructure robustness to provide better recovery support
 ■ Making it possible to deploy DLM-enabled connectors across 

multiple sites.
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VII. RING Multi-Site Deployments
To support multi datacenter deployments with site protection and 
complete data consistency between all sites, the RING natively supports 
a stretched (synchronous) deployment mode across sites. In this mode, a 
single logical RING is deployed across multiple data centers, with all nodes 
participating in the standard RING protocols as if they were local to one 
site. 

When a stretched RING is deployed with EC, it provides multiple benefits 
including full site-level failure protection, active/active access from both 
data centers, and dramatically reduced storage overhead compared to 
mirrored RINGs. An EC schema for a three-site stretched RING of EC 
(7,5) would provide protection against one complete site failure, or up to 
four disk/server failures per site, plus one additional disk/server failure 
in another site, with approximately 70% space overhead. This compares 
favorably to a replication policy that might require 300-400% space 
overhead, for similar levels of protection across these sites.

The next sections describe the different deployment options for stretched 
and replicated (mirrored) deployments for file system (SOFS) and object 
(S3) based RING solutions.

File System (SOFS) Multi-Site Geo-Distribution
The Scality RING Scalable Storage can be stretched across 2 to 3 sites 
within a Metro-Area Network (MAN) to provide full site failover, should 
the latency between the several sites go above 10ms. The stretched 
architecture provides zero RTO and RPO since the failover is automatized.

This is the same for the failback procedure since when the lost site is 
recovered, the system will recover automatically the data. For the two-site 
stretched architecture only and to manage the mitigation between the 2 
sites, 2 witness servers will be needed.

The 2 stretched sites + witness is an Active / Active replication system 
based on a synchronous replication.
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The 3 stretched sites is an Active / Active replication system based on a 
synchronous replication.

For high latency between sites, Scality supports SOFS 2 Sites Full 
Asynchronous replication mechanism at Scale to enable the replication 
of massive amount of file data across the 2 sites. Scality also supports a 
Full Diff mechanism that can compare at scale the content of the 2 sites 
to ensure the data are effectively replicated. Last should a site be fully 
lost (flooding, fire...) Scality provides a mechanism to fully reconstruct 
the lost site. 

To manage replication burst, Scality integrates a back-pressure system to 
be sure your production network link won’t be overloaded by the replication 
itself and in the same time will respect the RPO defined during the setup of 
the installation. 
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TWO-SITE ASYNC REPLICATION
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This feature enables the Disaster Recovery (DR) feature by providing 
Failover and Failback system to recover in case of partial or fully (flooding, 
fire, etc.) lost.

The 2 sites with high latency between them is an Active / Passive 
replication system based on an asynchronous replication.

S3 Object Multi-Site Geo-Distribution
The same multi-site architectures are supported for S3 as with SOFS, both 
synchronous & asynchronous. The first one with a stretched solution on 
two and three sites with no RPO and no RTO. As for SOFS, a stretched 
architecture is available within a MAN to provide full site failover. Should 
the latency between the several sites goes above 10ms. For the two-site 
stretched architecture only and to manage the mitigation between the 2 
sites, 2 witness servers will be needed.

The 2 stretched sites + witness is an Active / Active replication system 
based on a synchronous replication. 
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The 3 stretched sites is an Active / Active replication system based on a 
synchronous replication.

For high latency between sites (such as on a Wide Area Network - 
WAN), Scality supports the S3 2 Sites Full Asynchronous replication 
mechanism at Scale to enable the replication of massive amount of data 
across the 2 sites. 

This system is based on the S3 CRR design to replicate a bucket between 
2 sites. For site replication, Scality developed its own system to support 
site replication instead of just bucket. This feature enables the Disaster 
Recovery (DR) feature by providing Failover and Failback system to recover 
in case of partial or fully (flooding, fire) lost.

The 2 sites with high latency between them is an Active / Passive 
replication system based on an asynchronous replication. 
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Consistency Models
Scality RING Scalable Storage at its core is designed to optimize for 
data availability and fault tolerance. In other words, the system will 
make data available to an application, even if it cannot assure that the 
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data is strictly consistent. In the parlance of Brewer’s CAP Theorem8, 
distributed systems must choose a tradeoff in optimizing for two out of 
the three properties in CAP: Consistency, Availability and Partition (or 
Fault) Tolerance. To optimize for AP, RING relaxes strict data consistency 
(C) at the object layer – enabling the application to determine the 
consistency rules for storing its data (see below for the strict consistency 
implemented for SOFS). Consistency determines the minimum number 
of replicas of an object that should be stored for a given class of service. 
For example, for CoS=3, strict consistency would require all three replicas 
to be committed to storage before the write is deemed complete. Relaxed 
consistency rules would allow only 1 or 2 of the replicas to be committed 
out of 3, with the write deemed completed. The remaining replicas will 
eventually be written to the storage layer, but there may be a delay until 
this occurs. Hence this type of consistency is often termed “eventual 
consistency”, as opposed to strict consistency. 

In contrast, the Scality Scale-Out File System (SOFS) layer implements 
a virtual POSIX file system abstraction, which enforces strict 
consistency semantics. In order to ensure that the file system is always 
in a consistent state, SOFS is implemented with the use of the MESA 
database, using full ACID (atomic) database transactions for writes 
to the file system. RING also applies distributed two-phase commit9 
protocols to ensure that data is on stable storage across all storage 
nodes involved in the write, before proceeding. This implies that writes 
to SOFS will always require all file replicas (or data and parity chunks, in 
the case of erasure coding) to be written to the storage layer before the 
write is acknowledged. While this ensures file system consistency, in 
return it requires that multiple concurrent writers must be aware of the 
serialization constraints this implies when writing to the same file system 
structures, such as a single directory.

8 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CAP_theorem
9 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Two-phase_commit_protocol
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VIII. Extended Data Management (XDM)
XDM is a modular configuration that enables RING customers to use 
advanced cloud features to maintain their object stores. Among these are:

 ■ Metadata Search
 ■ Lifecycle Transition
 ■ Lifecycle Expiration
 ■ Cross-Region Replication (CRR) to the Cloud
 ■ Out-of-Band Updates

XDM ingests metadata from RING object stores to maintain an 
independent namespace of the RING. Using this metadata, it can 
implement these features with high availability and reliability.

Metadata Search
XDM’s Metadata Search feature allows users to object metadata to perform 
powerful searches on objects and easily find the data they need, when they 
need it. Metadata search uses the metadata natively created by production 
systems by leveraging Scality’s object storage model to inscribe metadata to 
objects and create a searchable, manageable namespace for stored objects. 
The feature relies on a SQL-like syntax to drive a MongoDB search and locate 
important object information like replication statuses, cloud replication 
destinations, metadata headers, tags, and more.

Lifecycle Transition
Lifecycle Transition Policies allows users to control their data movement 
through implemented policies. Users create a transition policy, put it in 
place and wait for the policy to enact. Users can control where their data 
moves, and when it happens — no manual data transition is needed. Users 
can decide to transition all data within a bucket or transition objects that 
have been specifically tagged. Transition Policies supports data transitions 
for the following clouds: Scality RING, AWS S3, Azure, Google Cloud 
Platform, and Ceph.

Lifecycle Expiration
Object lifecycle expiration policies enable users to delete objects or object 
types based on age. 

Cross-Region Replication (CRR) to the Cloud 
Cross-Region Replication (CRR) is a bucket-level configuration that 
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enables automatic, asynchronous copying of objects across buckets in 
different clouds — be it private or public cloud. CRR provides users with 
enhanced data flexibility. It offers greater control over data redundancy 
by replicating to multiple locations; it improves data availability by 
offering multiple copies for high availability, backup, and data migration; 
and it mitigates the costs and lock-in typical of public clouds. CRR 
is currently supported for Scality RING, AWS S3, Azure, Google Cloud 
Platform, and Ceph.

Out-of-Band Updates
RING8 with XDM allows ingestion and out-of-band (OOB) updates from 
S3 Connector and NFS mount points. Out-of-band updates do not copy 
object data; rather, object data attributes are copied over to XDM for data 
management purposes. Using this information, XDM can act on NFS and 
S3 Connector mounts as it would any other type of bucket, thus enabling 
Metadata Search, Lifecycle Transition,Lifecycle Expiration, and Cross-
Region Replication to the Cloud. 

Out-of-band updates are available for Scality’s RING with S3 Connector or 
for RINGs using the Scale-Out File System (SOFS) targeting NFS-protocol 
mount points. When each location is established, versioning must be 
enabled. Out-of-band updates for S3C offers metrics; for NFS services, the 
metrics feature remains under development.
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IX. RING Security Guidelines
Security starts with the knowledge and understanding of the threats 
related to a system. Only with a clear understanding of the potential 
threats can proper decisions be taken to form an effective response and 
direct the correct resources to secure the parts of the system that matter. 
Such information also provides a clear picture of precisely what happens 
when a security breach occurs, which helps in response planning and 
preparation. The intent of these guidelines is to lay out best practices 
for deploying the RING software to best protect the system against most 
common security threats.

 ■ Data Loss: One of the best known forms of attack that can lead to 
data loss is a ransomware attack.

 ■ Data Leakage: unwanted exposure of sensitive information, either 
publicly or to a third party.

 ■ Compromised Services: multiple forms, from Denial of Service 
(DoS) to sophisticated data corruption that leads to falsifications 
or even the corruption of authentication mechanisms.

Three attack vectors on the RING – multiple forms from multiple origins – 
are of primary concern:

 ■ Remote attacks from an external or client network
 ■ Internal network attacks (i.e., from an organization’s internal 

trusted network)
 ■ Physical access attacks (all attacks from a direct physical access 

on machines)

Data protection and security must be treated with a holistic approach. 
The most carefully architected system can be compromised by poor 
maintenance, human error, or negligence. Scality recommends that 
especially careful attention be paid to the credentials of those who have 
the greatest level of access to system and to changes that occur over time 
(e.g., changes in personnel, the addition of new equipment and services 
to the platform). While it is impossible to create an entirely secure system, 
create a robust, attack-resistant environment.

A couple of new features aimed at enhancing RING and overall data 
security include:

 ■ Non-root Execution: RING components are now deployed and run 
under a non-root user, which helps safeguarding root privileges further.

 ■ Kerberos Authentication: The new NFS stack can be used with 
Kerberos to manage user authentication and application access. 
Kerberos provides strong cryptography and third-party ticket 
authorization.
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X. Ransomware Protection
Digital extortion schemes are on the rise, and getting more sophisticated. 
No matter how hardened your environment is, there is no guarantee a 
ransomware attack can’t be successful, and when it does manage to get 
in, the only option is to restore, provided of course that there is a clean, 
uninfected backup copy to restore from, which is exactly why ransomware 
attacks target backup data as well. 

That’s where data immutability comes in, keeping backup data securely 
air-gapped and tamper-proof, so it remains uninfected, immune and 
essentially out of reach to ransomware. That keeps the recovery path 
open, thereby thwarting ransomware attacks. It’s the single most effective 
resiliency technique. A critical insurance policy to have for when (not if) 
ransomware strikes.

Immune to Ransomware
■ Air-gapped, tamper-proof
■ Remains uninfected
■ Ultra-resilient

Thwart Ransomware
■ Recovery path after an attack
■ Single most effective resiliency technique
■ Beyond defense: risk mitigation

Immutable Backups = Insurance Policy

S3 Access
Scality RING8 offers ransomware protection with full-fledged support 
for S3 Object Lock API, which was designed to render data immutable 
by preventing it from being deleted or overwritten for a period of time or 
indefinitely. By delivering a “Write Once Read Many” or WORM protection 
model for S3 objects, Scality RING8 provides for air-gapped, tamper-proof 
backup data that stays immune to ransomware, thereby offering a robust 
and swift recovery path in case of an attack.

S3 Object Lock is an Amazon S3 feature that blocks object version deletion 
during a customer-defined retention period. You can use it to prevent an 
object from being deleted or overwritten for a fixed amount of time or 
indefinitely. In conjunction with S3 Versioning, which protects objects from 
being overwritten, you’re able to ensure that objects remain immutable for 
as long as S3 Object Lock protection is applied.

You can apply S3 Object Lock protection by either assigning a “Retain 
Until” date or a “Legal Hold” to an object. You can apply retention settings 
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within a PUT request, or apply them to an existing object after it has been 
created, provided the Object Lock flag was set at bucket creation time.

S3 Object Lock can be configured in one of two modes, both of which are 
supported. In Governance mode, accounts with specific privileges granted 
by IAM permissions are able to remove object locks from objects. By 
contrast, in Compliance mode the protection cannot be removed by any 
user, not even the root account, thereby offering stronger immutability to 
comply with regulations. Both Governance and Compliance modes retain 
the lock on an object until the set retention period expires.

Retention period defines the term during which the object is protected 
from deletes. In addition, Legal hold can be enabled on an object 
version. Once a legal hold is enabled, regardless of the object’s retention 
date or retention mode, the object version cannot be deleted until the 
legal hold is removed. For more details, please refer to the Object Lock 
sections in the “S3 Operation” and “S3 Connector Reference” books in 
Scality Product Documentation. 

Immutability via S3 Object Lock

■ Prevents an object from being deleted or overwritten for a fixed amount of time or indefinitely
■ Deletes are blocked and overwrites are handled through versioning
■ Enabled at bucket level with object-level granularity

Two Main Controls
■ Retention period: to prevent deletes or overwrites for a preset duration
■ Legal hold: to prevent deletes or overwrites until the hold is removed

Two Retention Modes
■ Governance mode: lock can be bypassed by the account root user, privilege deletes possible. 

Intended for data protection against account compromise and rogue actors
■ Compliance mode: lock cannot be bypassed even by the account root user, no delete possible. 

Intended for compliance to regulations such as SEC 17a-4, CFTC, and FINRA

Write-Once-Read-Many (WORM) Protection Model For S3 Objects

File Access
Scality Scale-Out File System (SOFS) Volume Protection feature allows 
the enforcement of a read-only policy preventing modifications made to 
file system data stored on the RING. It limits access rights across entire 
volumes, preventing files from being deleted or modified once they are 
created, thereby blocking potential corruption by ransomware or malware.

For more details, please refer to the SOFS Volume Protection section in 
“RING Reference” book in Scality Product Documentation for more details.

https://documentation.scality.com/
https://documentation.scality.com/
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XI. Summary
Scality RING Scalable Storage is designed on a core set of principles to 
deliver true customer value: massive capacity scaling, consolidation of 
multiple storage silos with reduced management costs, always on data 
availability and the highest levels of data durability, all at the economics 
of cloud-scale data centers. RING provides a comprehensive software-
defined storage (SDS) solution on industry-standard platforms to enable 
these values. Further information on the Scality RING Scalable Storage is 
available at www.scality.com.

https://www.scality.com

